
 

 
  
 

Matte White
16:9 Pull-Down Screen

Panoview pull down screens are ideal for home cinema, meeting room and classroom environments. 
The stylish case design allows flush mounting to the ceiling or wall. An easy pull-down multipoint 
lock system can be fixed at intervals to suit a variety of projection sizes.

Screen surface - The Panoview matte white screen is an extremely versatile with a excellent quality screen 
surface for front projection when ambient light is controllable. It provides perfect uniformity whilst giving 
precise definition and reproduction of colour or black and white. The extended black drop ensures optimal
viewing when seated and the three other sides have black borders to aid image definition. The surface 
 is washable with soap and water; the material is flame retardant and mildew resistant.

 Wall or ceiling mount - The size of these screens allows flexibility when fitting in different installations. The 
outer housing of the screen, a white, octagonal shaped case offers a sleek appearance when the screen is 
not in use.

Screen Size - The Panoview DS-9092PM.MW & DS-9106PM.MW give a choice of 92" & 106" diagonal screen 
size, perfect for projecting 16:9 format and cinema images.

Viewing Angle - The Panoview matte white screens offer a wide viewing angle, giving flexibility when 
organising seating arrangements in a variety of different environments.

Product Desciption

DS-9092PM.MW

Format Gain Material Length

Matte White1.0
               16:9
      92" diagonal
         (2337mm)

Housing

2210mm
    (87")

Colour

White

Screen Size

(W x H)

         84" x 59"
(2130x1490mm)

Viewing Size

         80" x 45"
(2030x1140mm)

Net Wt.

    8.5 kg

(W x H)Model Number

DS-9106PM.MW
                16:9
      106" diagonal
          (2692mm)

1.0 Matte White
2515mm
     (99")

White
         96" x 67"
(2440x1700mm)

         92" x 52"
(2340x1320mm)

    9 kg
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DS-9092PM.MW - DS9106PM.MW

Black Border

R & L
(cm)

Bottom
    (cm)

Top
(cm)

50mm         
   (2")

50mm         
   (2")

50mm         
   (2")

300mm         
   (12")

50mm         
   (2")

330mm         
   (13")


